PREFACE
The on ept of long-range model-based predi tive ontrol has re ently been a knowledged as a signi ant and useful approa h to adaptive ontrol design. The famous
Minimum-Varian e (MV) ontroller of Aström and Wittenmark as well as some extensions like the Generalized Minimum-Varian e (GMV) approa h by Peterka and
by Clarke and Gawthrop, or the Generalized Pole-Pla ement (GPP) by Leli£ and
Zarrop represent ertain original designs founded on the idea of the Emulator-Based
Control (EBC). Fundamental relations between the EBC and the Internal Model
Control (IMC) prin iple were established by Morari and Zariou, and investigated
by Gawthrop et al. What is interesting, yet at most early stages of the theoreti al
development of the predi tive modus operandi of Ri halet, large manufa turing ompanies, permanently hunting for protable industry ontrol ta ti s, instantly adopted
this easy-to-understand s heme. In parti ular, the Generalized Predi tive Control
(GPC) proposed by Clarke et al. as a dis rete-time parametri polynomial-based design methodology taking advantage of a long horizon quadrati ost fun tion has
attra ted a widely a laimed interest, whi h is due to its general pra ti ability as
ompared to other strategies. The GPC design approa h, in whi h rational models
of the ontrolled plant are used in an `indire t' manner, is free from some key hindran es restri ting the area of appli ability of other ontrol algorithms (as it is, for
instan e, in the ase of the basi IMC method `dire tly' employing a omplete model
of the plant that suers from the limitation to stable plants). What is more, nominal guaranteed stability of predi tive algorithms an be obtained by imposing input
and output onstraints that results in monotoni ally non-in reasing re eding-horizon
osts.
The widespread interests as well as a plain gusto for tasting new trends in the predi tive methodology entirely justify spe ial attention paid nowadays to this approa h
by many ontrol-systems related meetings and publi ations. One of su h o asions
took pla e during the Fourth International Symposium on
, held in Midzyzdroje on the Balti Coast in the
north part of Poland in August 1997. After the invited session on
organized by myself, I had a fruitful onversation
with Professor Józef Korbi z about urrent dire tions in the development of automati ontrol, in luding ` lassi al' and `soft omputing' te hniques. This dis ourse
on luded with a proposal to ompile up-to-date papers devoted to predi tive ontrol
that ould make a spe ial issue of the International Journal of Applied Mathemati s
and Computer S ien e.
Several symposium proposals and many other oers, re eived by inviting a tive
resear hers from all of the world as well as gathered in response to a general all for
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the PMAC papers, underwent a multiple and thorough reviewing pro ess. Due to a
limited spa e of a single edition, only half of the submissions ould be a epted for
printing. Consequently, a bit more than one year later, I have the pleasure of nalizing
the publi ation idea and oering the Reader the spe ial issue of AMCS, entitled
Predi tive Methods for Adaptive Control and omprising an interesting olle tion of
ne papers sele ted in the ourse of a `hard onstrained polyoptimization' pro edure.
In the rst paper, Magni, De Ni olao and S attolini dis uss a number of riti al
SISO design issues, in luding nominal and robust stability, nominal and robust performan e, as well as the interplay between ontroller design and model identi ation.
The stability issues are ta kled with the use of the onstrained re eding-horizon predi tive ontrol and the frequen y output weighting polynomial, respe tively. Whereas
the performan e topi s are addressed in a two-step design pro edure exploiting the
two-degrees-of-freedom ontrol stru ture. Based on the above and a model un ertainty
estimation s heme, an iterative model-identi ation and ontroller-design pro edure
are presented.
Nikolaou and Eker ontest the basi idea behind the adaptive ontrol paradigm
omposed of FIR-model-based predi tive ontrol and identi ation. Consequently,
they propose two (stationary and nonstationary) adaptive variants using output onstraints instead of the output setpoint tra king prin iple. Namely, pro ess outputs
are freed to move away from setpoints, as long as they remain within spe ied limits,
while pro ess inputs are for ed to ex ite the pro ess as mu h as possible, for the generation of persistent ex itation in losed loop (to gain maximum parameter-estimation
information).
The la k of tuning rules is often seen as a drawba k of both GPC and CGPC.
In parti ular, the interplay between the design parameters and the stability and performan e indi es has not yet been satisfa tory explained. Taking this into a ount,
Kowal zuk and Su homski onsider the ontinuous-time generalized predi tive ontrol
and present an analyti al stable ontrol design pro edure for both minimum-phase
and non minimum-phase SISO systems that is based on a set of losed-loop prototype
hara teristi s with denite time-domain spe i ations. Their work also attempts to
ll the above stated gap by giving a losed-form pro edure that assures both nominal
stability and nominal performan e requirements at the same time. It thus shows a
dire t way of guaranteeing stability and an indire t way of assuring a limited ontrol
signal as opposed to the onstrained re eding-horizon ontrol on eption.
Van den Boom and De Vries address the state-spa e problem of robust predi tive
ontrol with signal onstraints handling, where robust stability is a hieved via on-line
sele tion of a time-varying Youla parameter. With known stability and feasibility
results, a feedforward part of the ontroller is tuned for optimal signal tra king by
using nominal plant model in an unperturbed ase. A feedba k division of the ontroller is implemented by the Youla parameter, whi h is, at every sample time in a
re eding horizon setting, optimized to reje t state disturban es and the ee ts due
to model un ertainty, and whi h be omes time varying by handling signal inequality
onstrains. Based on the small-gain theorem, bounds on this parameter give robust
stability against 1-norm bounded model error.

De ler q and De Keyser argue appli ability of simplied nonlinear state-spa e
predi tors, whi h, without resorting to Diophantine equations, an be built with
the aid of bla k or white box modelling on epts. In su h a predi tor, a nonlinear ar hetype is utilized to al ulate a `free' plant response, while an in remental
linearized model is used to al ulate a `for ed' response. Instead of linearizing the
model around a ertain state of the pro ess, or near the urrent state of it, the system
is linearized about the predi ted `free' traje tory of the pro ess. This strategy an be
interpreted as a (single- or) multi-iteration (Levenberg-Marquardt) pro edure for solving the nonlinear non- onvex onstrained optimization problem using gradient-based
minimization te hniques.
Bªa huta talks about a state-spa e solution to a predi tive ontrol problem, obtained by using a re eding-horizon quadrati performan e index and an innovationtype expli it-delay state-spa e pro ess realization. The proposed detailed twofold
solution refers to an optimal ontroller gain linked with an asso iated LQG ontrol
design and an optimal Kalman lter (KF) gain of the omplementary state estimation
task. The resulting two Ri ati equations, on erning both the LQ and KF problems,
an, under ertain stationarity and rank assumptions, be repla ed by omputationally
more e ient (fast) Chandrasekhar equations, known from the ltering ontext.
Haber, Bars, and Lengyel debate using predi tive ontrol for nonlinear dynami al
plants of SISO type. By taking a quadrati ost fun tion with the output signal in
future points beyond the dead time, they develop extended horizon (one-step-ahead
and long-range) suboptimal predi tive ontrol algorithms for noise-free parametri
Volterra models with quadrati -polynomial steady-state hara teristi s (and linear
in the parameters). Even if the models have no separate linear dynami al part, by
assuming a onstant value of the ontrol signal, or its in rement, within the ontrol
horizon and by predi tion based on a basi Diophantine equation the optimization
problem is redu ed to a one-dimensional minimization task, where the optimal urrent
ontrol in rement is omputed by a suitable roots-handling pro edure.
Oliveira, Amaral, and Favier have a onferen e on the indire t-adaptive re edinghorizon-predi tive ontrol methodology for dis rete-time stable pro esses with
(Lebesgue) impulse responses (that an also be extended with integral a tion), based
on their unstru tured trun ated representations. An overview of both the modelling
on eption of orthonormal basis fun tions, in luding Laguerre and Kautz fun tions,
and the signal- onstrained predi tive ontrol using the 2-norm (quadrati , with ontrol
weighting) and the innite-norm (of output-predi tion-error) ost fun tions, based on
these orthonormal series fun tions and an approximate plant time onstant, is presented. In su h a way, fewer parameters are identied than in the ase of impulse
response models, and both the plant order and time delay do not need to be known
exa tly.
Yoon, Yang, Lee, and Kwon deal with a di ult problem of designing a high
performan e ontrol system for a destillation olumn, hara terized by an involved
multivariable nonlinear dynami s. They onsider an adaptive ontrol s heme omposed of a multivariable re eding-horizon predi tive ontroller using suitable transfer
fun tion models and a re ursive least-squares adaptive parameter estimator with o-

varian e regularization. Even for un ertain nonlinear plant hara teristi s, with only
few tuning parameters a onsistent multivariable losed-loop system performan e an
be obtained.
Hilgert and Vila deliberate predi tion of ontrolled autoregressive pro esses with
additive white Gaussian noise and random oe ients adjusted to an observation
pro ess. They extend the optimal Kalman lter result for onditionally Gaussian
systems with random matrix oe ients to a k-step ahead predi tion, under almost
sure niteness assumptions and measurability assumptions for these oe ients. This
approa h to pro ess modelling and optimal standard Kalman ltering an be applied
to nonlinear systems, in pla e of the approximate and omputationally more omplex
extended Kalman pro edure, whi h is based on impli it linearisation.
Finally, I would like to express my gratitude to all the authors, who submitted
their works to this spe ial issue, for their ooperation, and to the 44 referees of all the
75 prime professionals, who have been alled in, for their inestimable help, readiness
and promptness in evaluating these papers. I am also grateful to the organizers of
the
Symposium, in parti ular, to Z. Emirsajªow, S. Ba«ka, and S. Domek,
for stimulating my hosting the PMAC invited session. Ex eptional thanks are due
to Prof. J. Korbi z for inviting me to guest-edit this spe ial issue, as well as for his
enthusiasm for this publi ation idea and parti ipation in the nal editing management.
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